
Practical Language Grammar Practice One.                     WESTBROOK 
Focus Unit Ten Passives 
 
Please put the verbs in the gaps into the correct passive tense. 
 
It  report as recently as this morning that Brno   invade by countless 
numbers of highly unintelligent English tourists bent on causing turmoil on the city street’s by 
drinking heavily among other activities. These “people”, who     not 
sent here by the British government, are unfortunately going to be able to stay indefinitely. 
Locals residents   warn by the local government of the imminent attack but their 
worries and concerns   ignore by the Mayor (ODS). A statement 
 release  this morning from the mayor’s office saying that the British tourists 
  misrepresent currently in the media and that they   welcome 
with open arms until their money runs out. Kombajnka Toaletníbabková, a 81 year old 
resident of one of the most impoverished neighborhoods in Brno,                quote as saying 
from her modest flat atop Naměsti Svobody that “I    attacked and       
 almost rape over 60 times just in the last four months, although one of those times it was a 
homeless dachshund. Usually, at first I hear sounds of strange foreign voices. Various types of 
German speakers   see in the area at the time of the attacks, but it wasn’t 
until I saw their teeth, that I realized that they were, in fact, from England. I am astounded 
that nothing  do about this scourge on our city by the Mayor. He should  
 shot!”  
More on this story    report  as new information arrives. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
answers… NO PEAKING. 
has been reported 
is going to be invaded 
have not been sent 
have been warned 
are being ignored… also have been ignored is technically possible 
was released 
are being misrepresented 
will be welcomed 
has been quoted 
have been attacked and almost raped 
had been seen 
has been done 
be shot 
will be covered 
 


